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Abstract: Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) are the fundamental technology for the Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)

that provides drivers with a safe and comfortable driving environment. However, the inherent openness of the VANETs wireless

communication channel calls for careful scrutiny of its security, privacy and efficiency. This paper proposed a New and Efficient

Conditional Privacy-Preserving Authentication (NE-CPPA) scheme to secure the communication in VANETs. NE-CPPA uses the

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) algorithm to fulfil the security and privacy requirements. The security analysis of the proposed

scheme under various attack scenarios are presented. Then, the computation and communication costs analysis is conducted to show

its feasibility and robustness. Performance evaluation showed that the NE-CPPA scheme has a lower system overhead in terms of

computation and communication costs than existing schemes. Thus, the proposed NE-CPPA scheme is appropriate for securing the

deployment and adoption of VANETs.

Keywords: Authentication, Identity-based Cryptography, Privacy-Preserving,Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs).

1 Introduction

Lately, Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) have
received considerable attention from academia, industry,
and government sectors for its many benefits to road
users, such as improved road safety and increased traffic
management efficiency. They also provide numerous of
entertainment facilities to drivers and passengers [1–4].
Since the vehicles in VANETs are similar to mobile nodes
in mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs), it is safe to
consider VANETs as a subgroup of MANETs [5, 6].
Every VANET-enabled vehicle comes with an On-Board
Unit (OBU) responsible for exchanging road and
traffic-related information with other vehicles or
Road-Side Units (RSUs) deployed along the road. This
information improves the driver’s awareness of the
surrounding environment [7].

There are two communication modes in VANETs:
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I) communication modes. Both modes of
communication operate via the Dedicated Short-Range
Communication (DSRC) protocol [8, 9]. DSRC is a
short-to-medium range wireless protocol channel that
allows highly critical data transmission in VANETs [10].
By the aforementioned communications, VANETs
provide not only safety services for drivers, but also
unprecedented comfort applications. For example, they
help the driver make decision on alternative travel routes.
Vehicles or nodes in VANETs collect and process useful
information on driving conditions, such as weather
information, emergency warnings as well as traffic
information, which other vehicles need to increase the
awareness of the road [11, 12].

Nowadays, VANETs have become promising
technology for intelligent transportation system (ITS)
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because of the above-mentioned advantages.
Nevertheless, advantages always involve challenges; for
example, VANETs should consider challenges related to
communication security and privacy [13–15]. First,
security requirement is very critical in VANETs, which
are susceptible to various security attacks [16, 17]. Thus,
the attackers can easily alter or modify broadcasted
messages and control of the VANET channel. Since RSUs
and vehicles make decisions based on the traffic-related
message received, fake messages could result in faulty
decision and cause critical road incidents. Thus, to
guarantee secure communication [18–21], the
authentication and integrity of the received messages
must be ensured before further assessment or decision are
made. Second, privacy-preserving problem has also
become critical. An attacker can acquire a vehicle’s
original identity and then track its traveling routes by
evaluating the content of certain captured messages in
VANETs [22–25]. However, since the personal
information of drivers would be known to others, drivers
are reluctant to use the emerging technology for
VANETs. Therefore, anonymous communication and
unlinkability features are required to protect the privacy
of vehicles. In addition to the requirements of security
and privacy, performance efficiency is important in
VANETs. Despite the capability of the vehicle with a
powerful device, its principal aim emphasizes on mobility
rather than computation [26–30].

Several schemes that address VANET’s secure
authentication and privacy-preserving requirements have
been proposed. Although some existing schemes were
able to satisfy most of these VANET requirements, they
are not completely safe. They also have huge overhead in
terms of computation and communication costs.
Contributions of this paper are defined, as follows:

–A new and efficient conditional privacy-preserving
authentication (NE-CPPA) scheme to guarantee
secure communication in VANET using the Elliptic
Curve Cryptography (ECC) algorithm to fulfill the
security and privacy requirements

–A scheme with lower computation and communication
costs compared to other existing schemes by not using
the bilinear pairing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 introduces the related work for VANETs. The
preliminaries on the basis of a detailed description of the
proposed scheme are presented in Section 3. Sections 4
presents the proposed scheme on VANETs. Discussion is
presented in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted to the
proposed NE-CPPA.

2 Related works

The existing research related to security and privacy issues
are have been classified into two main categories:

2.1 Group signature-based CPPA schemes

Chaum and Van Heyst [31] are the first to propose the
idea of using group signature as a basis for a CPPA
scheme for VANETs. A group member’s signature could
be anonymously generated on behalf of the whole group,
and a secret group key could be utilized by the group
manager to disclose the identifying information of the
group member’s signature. Many researchers have
proposed security and privacy schemes for VANETs that
fall under the group signature-based CPPA
category [32–40]. In the Lin et al. [39] GSIS scheme, the
Trusted Authority (TA) generates the public and private
keys of the group and then stores them in the vehicle,
which eliminates the burden of the certificates
management. Moreover, since only the group manager
knows the secret group key, other group members would
not be able to disclose the identity information of the
signature. However, if there exists a large number of
revoked vehicles, the size of the certificate revocation list
(CRL) also increased. Since every CRL operation
involves two bilinear pairing operations, the computation
overhead for the verifier will increase significantly.
Moreover, the computation cost of group signature-based
CPPA schemes is already higher than the general
signature to begin with.

2.2 Identity-based CPPA schemes

Several researchers have suggested identity-based CPPA
schemes to overcome the shortcoming of group
signature-based CPPA schemes. In 1984, Shamir [41] first
introduced identity-based CPPA scheme, where the
identity information is used as the public key of the node,
and the TA used the same identity information to generate
a private key and then distributes it to nodes. The
receivers authenticate the traffic-related message using
the sender’s public key, and the message is signed with
the sender’s private key.

Zhang et al. [42] proposed an identity-based CPPA
scheme using bilinear mapping that can guarantee the
security and privacy of VANET users. However, Lee and
Lai [43] detected that [42] were not able to withstand
some security attacks in VANETs. First, the verifier might
repeat the checking of the signature that has already been
checked because of lack of a required tool, which
increases the computation overhead. This means that a
replay attack could not be prevented. Second, the scheme
in [42] cannot achieve non-repudiation. The signer may
argue that a reputable institution has not sent the disputed
messages to track identity information. Lee and Lai
proposed an enhanced privacy preservation scheme [43]
to resolve the security issues in [42]. J. Zhang [44] and
Bayat et al. [45] discovered that Lee and Lai [43] scheme
cannot withstand the impersonation attack. An attacker
could broadcast false messages to gain the benefit and
give himself some comfort considered as legal vehicle.
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Two new and improved schemes have been proposed to
overcome the present problems in [43]. Pournaghi et
al. [46] proposed an authentication scheme, called
NECPPA, which provides secure communications in
VANET. In their scheme, the public parameters of the TA
are kept in the Tamper Proof Device (TPD) of RSUs,
which ensures security and provides fast communication
link between the TA and RSU. Meanwhile, Bayat et
al. [47] proposed an identity-based CPPA scheme that
depends on an RSU, where the master key of the TA is
kept within TPD of OBUs. Lei Zhang et al. [48]
introduced a multiple trusted authority to propose an
identity-based aggregate signature process. With this
technique, a vehicle can authenticate a various messages
at the same time. Zhong et al. [49] detected that Lei
Zhang et al. scheme [48] does not define the sender in the
verification process and has a large authentication
signature overhead. Hence, an enhanced scheme to
resolve the above-mentioned issues was proposed. We et
al. [50] proposed an efficient CPPA scheme based on
location without the bilinear pairing and tamper-proof
device. However, He et al. [51] proposed an
identity-based CPPA scheme without bilinear mapping. In
their scheme, during message broadcast, an attacker may
tamper with the vehicle’s signature.

The existing CPPA schemes can be classified into two
groups, each one addresses its own challenges in VANET.
Both operations of bilinear pairing and map-to-point
function are utilized in the first group [42–49] in the
signature verification process, which create high
computation and communication costs for the receiver.
The schemes in the second group [50, 51] utilize the
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), which is more
efficient and makes the batch verification process
possible. However, the four-point multiplication
operations in [50] can lead to delay in a signature
verification; while [51] uses three-point multiplication
operations.

In the following sections, a new and efficient
conditional privacy-preserving authentication (NE-CPPA)
scheme is proposed to secure the communication channel
in VANETs. NE-CPPA uses the Elliptic Curve
Cryptography (ECC) algorithm to achieve security and
privacy requirements. Furthermore, the NE-CPPA scheme
will be compared with other schemes to show the
improvement in terms of computation and
communication costs.

3 preliminary

3.1 System model

This subsection presents the system model of the
NE-CPPA scheme. NE-CPPA scheme comprises three
main components: a Trusted Authority (TA), Road-Side
Units (RSUs), and On-Board Units (OBUs), as shown in
Figure 1.

–TA is a trustworthy third party with powerful capability
responsible for the registration of other components in
VANETs.

–RSUs are located along the neighboring road that
operates as a proxy or intermediate entity between the
vehicles and the application server.

–OBU is fitted on each VANET-enabled vehicle and
communicates with other vehicles or RSUs using the
DSRC protocol. In each OBU, a TPD prevents the
attackers from obtaining the stored information.

Fig. 1: Typical Structure of VANET

3.2 Security and privacy requirements

The proposed scheme should satisfy the following security
and piracy requirements.

–Message Integrity and Authentication: The receiver
should have the ability to authenticate the received
message and ensure that the sender is authentic.

–Privacy-preserving: The attacker should not be able to
disclose the identity of vehicles from the broadcasted
messages.

–Non-repudiation: The message sent by a vehicle itself
cannot be refuted by the sender.

–Unlinkability: The attacker should not be able to link
multiple messages to a particular vehicle.

–Traceability: By analyzing the exchanged message
during communication, only the TA should be able to
track the identity of the vehicle that broadcasts false
information in the VANETs.

–Resistance to Attacks: An effective security scheme in
VANET should withstand common attacks such as
impersonation, replay, and modification attacks.
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Table 1: Notation and their description

Notation Descriptions

E An elliptic curve

G An additive group based on E

a,b Two large prime number

p large prime number

P The base generator P∈ G

h1,h2,h3 Three one-way hash function

OIDi Original identity of vehicle

PW Password

sTA
pri The private master key of the system

PPub The public key of the TA

r Random integer

‖ Concatenation operation

⊕ XOR operator

3.3 Attack model

The nature of the VANET environment renders the vehicle
vulnerable to security attacks [52]. Some of the security
attacks on VANETs are as follows:

–Reply Attack The attacker replays the legal signature
previously received by the recipient.

–Impersonation Attack An attacker could falsify valid
vehicle signatures and submit them to other nodes.

–Modification Attack An attacker can change and send
a legitimate message to others [53].

4 The proposed scheme

The NE-CPPA scheme comprises five phases:
initialization, registration, message signing, message
verification, and identity tracking phases. Table 1 presents
the basic notations used in describing NE-CPPA scheme.

4.1 System initialization Phase

The TA sets up in generating the public parameters of the
system as follows:

–The TA randomly selects two large numbers (p and
q). Then TA selects a non-singular elliptic curve E

representing y2 = x3 + b mod p, where a,b ∈ F p is
defined. Then the TA selects a group of elliptic curve
points with a q prime order and a P generator of G.

–The TA randomly chooses secret value sTA
pri ∈ Z∗

q as the
private master key of the system, and then computes its
corresponding master public key as PPub = sTA

pri.P.
–The TA chooses three secure cryptographic hash
functions as: h1 : G → Z∗

q

h2 : {0,1}∗×{0,1}∗×G → Z∗
q h3 : {0,1}∗ → Z∗

q

4.2 Registration phase

In this phase, the authentication registration process takes
place for the new participants.

4.2.1 RSU Registration

RSU are registered by the TA as follows:

–The TA preloads the public parameters parmas = {p,
q, a, b, P, PPub,h1,h2,h3} for each RSU.

4.2.2 OBU Registration

Vehicle are registered by the TA as follows:

–The TA preloads the public parameters parmas = {p,
q, a, b, P, PPub,h1,h2,h3} for each OBU.

–The TA stores the master private key sTA
pri in TPD of

OBU, which prevents the stored information from
being disclosed to attackers.

4.3 Signing message phase

In this phase, for the OBUi to sign a message Mi, the steps
below must be executed, where OIDi is the original
identity of the vehicle and Ti is the timestamp.

–OBUi selects a random integer zi ∈ Z∗
q first.

–OBUi generates the pseudo-ID pIDi = {pID1
i , pID2

i }
and its relevant private key as follows:
pID1

i = ziP

pID2
i = OIDi ⊕ h1(ziPPub)

SKi = sTA
pri.h2(pID1

i ‖pID2
i ‖Ti).

–OBUi computes the signature of message as follows:
δm = SKi + zi.h3(Mi‖Ti)

–OBUi computes ϑ = h3(Mi‖Ti).pID1
i and sets σm =

{δm,ϑ}
–OBUi broadcasts the signature-message {Mi, Ti, pIDi,
σm} to nearby RSU or other vehicles.

4.4 Verification message phase

After the recipient receives the signature-message {Mi, Ti,
pIDi, σm}, it first verifies the timestamps Ti validity. For
example, assume Tr is the time of receipt, Ti is valid if (TI

> Tr - T▽ ), where T▽ is the time delay predefined. If ok,
the message continues with one of the next verification:
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4.4.1 Single message verification

The receiver checks the Equation 1 and accepts the
message if it holds.

δm.P = h2(pID1
i ‖pID2

i ‖Ti)PPub +ϑ (1)

The proof of Equation 1 is as follows:

δm.P = (SKi + zi.h3(Mi‖Ti)).P

= sTA
pri.h2(pID1

i ‖pID2
i ‖Ti)+ zi.h3(Mi‖Ti).P

= h2(pID1
i ‖pID2

i ‖Ti)s
TA
pri.P+ h3(Mi‖Ti)zi.P

= h2(pID1
i ‖pID2

i ‖Ti)PPub + h3(Mi‖Ti)pID1
i

= h2(pID1
i ‖pID2

i ‖Ti)PPub +ϑ

4.4.2 Batch message verification

Verifier receives various signature-messages {M1
i , T 1

i ,

pID1
i , σ1

m}; {M2
i , T 2

i , pID2
i , σ2

m};.....;{Mn
i , T n

i , pIDn
i , σn

m}
can be simultaneously checked as below.

n

∑
i=1

(δm).P =
n

∑
i=1

(

h2(pID1
i ‖pID2

i ‖Ti)

)

PPub +
n

∑
i=1

ϑ (2)

The proof of Equation 2 is as follows:

L.H.S
n

∑
i=1

(δm.P)

=
n

∑
i=1

(

sTA
pri.h2(pID1

i ‖pID2
i ‖Ti)+ zi.h3(Mi‖Ti)

)

.P

=
n

∑
i=1

(h2(pID1
i ‖pID2

i ‖Ti)s
TA
pri.P)+

n

∑
i=1

(h3(Mi‖Ti)zi.P)

=
n

∑
i=1

(h2(pID1
i ‖pID2

i ‖Ti)PPub)+
n

∑
i=1

(h3(Mi‖Ti)pID1
i )

=
n

∑
i=1

(h2(pID1
i ‖pID2

i ‖Ti)PPub)+
n

∑
i=1

(ϑ)

= R.H.S

4.5 Original identity tracking phase

When a malicious vehicle report is received, the TA can
easily trace the malicious vehicle by disclosing the original
identity of the vehicle as follows:

OIDi = pID2
i ⊕ h1(s

TA
pri.pID1

i ) (3)

5 Discussion

5.1 Security Analysis

This section presents a part of NE-CPPA scheme that
ensures security and privacy requirements are achieved.

5.1.1 Message authentication and integrity

An adversary cannot modify a valid signature-message in
NE-CPPA scheme, and a recipient can verify that the
message {Mi, Ti, pIDi, σm} has integrity and legality by
verifying whether δm.P = h2(pID1

i ‖pID2
i ‖Ti)PPub + ϑ

holds. Therefore, the NE-CPPA scheme has satisfied the
message authentication and integrity requirements.

5.1.2 Privacy-preserving

The vehicle uses OIDi to create the pIDi that are included
in the signature-message, where pID1

i = zi.P, pID2
i =

OIDi ⊕ h1(ziPPub), and zi ∈ Z∗
q is a random integer

number. It is very difficult for an adversary to link the
rapidly changing pseudonyms with the vehicle, and it is
impossible for the attacker to obtain the vehicle location.
Thus, the NE-CPPA scheme has satisfied the
privacy-preserving requirement.

5.1.3 Unlinkability

During the signing message phase, a pseudo-ID pIDi =
{pID1

i , pID2
i } is used to create the signature. An

anonymous description of the vehicle in the other
message is rendered by different random numerals zi.
NE-CPPA scheme also utilizes a present timestamp and
expired time to calculate the signature. The attacker that
attempts to link two signature-messages may fail because
of the difference in their pseudo-ID and timestamp.
Hence, the NE-CPPA scheme has satisfied the
unlinkability requirement.

5.1.4 Non-repudiation

This process occurs when the TA traces the OIDi of a
signature-message broadcasted to the system, where
pID2

i = OIDi ⊕ h1(ziPPub). This signature-message {Mi,
Ti, pIDi, σm} prevents denial by the sender as the OBUs
sent messages based on their own unique OIDi.
Therefore, the NE-CPPA scheme has satisfied the
non-repudiation requirement.

5.1.5 Traceability

Even though there is no information about OIDi in the NE-
CPPA scheme, as specified in Section 4.5, the TA can trace
a malicious vehicle. Consequently, the NE-CPPA scheme
has satisfied the traceability.
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5.2 Attack scenarios

5.2.1 Theorem 1. The NE-CPPA scheme resists the replay
attack

In accordance with the content of signature-message {Mi,
Ti, pIDi, σm}, where σm = {δm,ϑ} and
δm = SKi + zi.h3(Mi‖Ti), another timestamp cannot be
used because the attack resulted in different values of σm.
Furthermore, the recipient first verifies the timestamp. If
ok, then it rejects it. Therefore, the replay attack fails in
NE-CPPA scheme.

5.2.2 Theorem 2. The NE-CPPA scheme resists the
modification attack

By σm that is embedded in each signature-message, the
system can identify that the message changed if the
adversary changes a message. Thus, modification attack
fails in the NE-CPPA scheme.

5.2.3 Theorem 3. The NE-CPPA scheme resists the
impersonation attacks

The attacker must have the master private key of the
system sTA

pri to send a valid signature-message by
impersonating an authentic vehicle. According to the
signature-message content {Mi, Ti, pIDi, σm}, the
attacker cannot compute the signature
SKi = sTA

pri.h2(pID1
i ‖pID2

i ‖Ti) without knowing sTA
pri.

Therefore, the NE-CPPA scheme successfully prevents
the impersonation attack.

5.3 Performance evaluation

5.3.1 Comparison of computation costs

This subsection analyzes the results of the comparison
between NE-CPPA scheme and Pournaghi et al. [46],
Bayat et al. [47], We et al. [50], and He et al. [51]
schemes in terms of computation cost. The operation of
cryptography in [46, 47] are established on bilinear
pairings. However, [50, 51] and the NE-CPPA scheme are
established on ECC.

This research has been implemented using
MIRACL’s [54] cryptographic library to calculate the
time required for various cryptographic operations. The
hardware platform runs on an Intel R© CoreTM 2 Quad
2.66 GHz processor with 4 GB memory and running
Windows 7 operating system. Table 2 shows the definition
of and execution times for each associated cryptographic
operation.

For simplicity, Let MSP, SMVP, and BMVP denote the
message signing phase, single message verification phase,
and batch message verification phase, respectively.

Table 2: Definitions and time of cryptographic operation [55,56]

Abbr. Execution

time(ms)

Definition

Tbp 5.811 Bilinear pairing operation

T sm
bp 1.5654 Scalar multiplication operation in

a group based on bilinear pairing

T
pa

bp
0.0106 Point addition operation in a

group based on bilinear pairing

Tmt p 4.1724 Map-to-point hash function

T sm
ecc 0.6718 Scalar multiplication operation in

a group based on ECC

T
pa

ecc 0.0031 Point addition operation in a

group based on ECC

Th 0.001 General hash function operation

In Bayat et al. [47], MSP includes only one
map-to-point hash function. Thus, MSP overall
computation cost is 1Tmt p ≈ 4.1724 ms. This scheme has
three operations of bilinear pairing: a scalar
multiplication, and a map-to-point hash function, which
gives the SMVP an overall computation cost of
3Tbp + 1T sm

bp + 1Tmt p ≈ 23.1708 ms. While BMVP in this

scheme includes three operations bilinear pairing: n scalar
multiplications, and n map-to-point hash functions. The
overall computation cost for BMVP is
3Tbp + nT sm

bp + nTmt p ≈ 5.7378n+17.4333 ms.

In NE-CPPA scheme, MSP consists of three scalar
multiplications, one point addition operation and two
secure hash functions, so 3T sm

ecc + 1T
pa

ecc + 2Th= 2.0205 ms
is the total computation cost for MSP. SMVP consists of
two scalar multiplications, one point addition and one
secure hash function, so 2T sm

ecc + 1Th + 1T
pa

ecc ≈ 1.3477 ms
is the total computation cost for SMVP. BMVP (2) scalar
multiplications, (n+1) point additions, and (2n) secure
hash functions, so 2T sm

ecc +(n+ 1)T pa
ecc +(n)Th ≈ 0.0041n

+ 1.3436 ms is the total computation cost for BMV P. The
computation cost of other schemes is performed in the
same method.

Table 3 compares the cost of computation of the
NE-CPPA scheme with the four other identity-based
CPPA schemes for MSP, SMVP, BMVP and BMVP.
Figure 2 shows that the NE-CPPA scheme has a
significant advantage over the four schemes for MSP,
SMVP and BMVP.

5.3.2 Comparison of communication costs

This subsection analyzes the results of the comparison
between NE-CPPA scheme and Pournaghi et al. [46],
Bayat et al. [47], We et al. [50] and He et al. [51] schemes
in terms of communication cost.

In G {PID1
il ,PID2

il ,σ ∈ G}, the traffic-related
message contents are three items. The size of the
traffic-related message in solution in [47] is (40*3) = 120
bytes. In NE-CPPA scheme, the vehicle sends a
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Table 3: cost of computation comparison

Schemes MSP(ms) SMVP(ms) BMVP(ms)

Pournaghi et al.

[46]

3T sm
bp + 1Tmt p + T

pa
bp

≈

8.8826

3Tbp +1T sm
bp +1Tmt p ≈ 23.1708 3Tbp + nT sm

bp + nTmt p +

5.7378n+17.433

Bayat et al. [47] 1Tmt p ≈ 4.1724 3Tbp +1T sm
bp +1Tmt p ≈ 23.1708 3Tbp + nT sm

bp + nTmt p ≈
5.7378n+17.4333

Wu et al. [50] 2T sm
ecc +2Th ≈ 1.3456 (4)T sm

ecc + (2)Th +
(2)T pa

ecc ≈2.6954

(n + 2)T sm
ecc + (2n + 1)T pa

ecc +
(2n)Th ≈ 0.6800n + 1.3467

He et al. [51] 3T sm
ecc +3Th ≈ 2.0174 (3)T sm

ecc + (2)Th +
(2)T pa

ecc ≈2.0236

(n + 2)T sm
ecc + (2n − 1)T

pa
ecc +

(2n)Th ≈0.6800n + 1.3405

NE-CPPA 3T sm
ecc +1T

pa
ecc+2Th= 2.0205 2T sm

ecc +1Th +1T
pa

ecc ≈ 1.3477 2T sm
ecc + (n + 1)T

pa
ecc + (n)Th ≈

0.0041n + 1.3436

Fig. 2: Computation costs of MSP, SMV P and BMV P.

traffic-related message with size (40 + 20 * 3 + 4) = 104
bytes and the traffic-related message content is one
element in {pID1 ∈ G}, two elements in
{pID2,δm,ϑ ∈ zq}, and one timestamp. The
communication cost of the other scheme is executed in
the same method. The overall overhead communication is
illustrated in Table 4.

Table 4: Comparison of communication cost

Schemes One

message(byte)

n

messages(byte)

Pournaghi et al. [46] 140 140 n

Bayat et al. [47] 120 120 n

Wu et al. [50] 148 148 n

He et al. [51] 144 144 n

NE-CPPA 104 104 n

6 Conclusion

VANETs improves safety and comfort of road users
during travel by exchanging traffic-related messages
among the VANET-enabled vehicles as well as between

the vehicles and road infrastructure. However, they
encounter many challenges and problems because of their
reliance on open wireless communication channel. The
proposed scheme (NE-CPPA) guarantees secure
communication and supports both V2V and V2I
communication modes within VANET. Moreover, it uses
elliptical curve parameter and identity-based CPPA
schemes. It also reduces the computation cost in message
signing and verification processes during broadcasting
traffic-related message. Thus, security analysis showed
that security and privacy requirements for VANETs could
be satisfied in NE-CPPA scheme. In terms of computation
and communication costs, the proposed scheme
performed better than other identity-based conditional
privacy-preserving authentication schemes. Thus, it is
appropriate for securing VANET networks, especially the
one with with several vehicles.
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